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“When I began to write Whorl, I had recently finished working on my string quartet, Ictus. One of
the most inviting sounds a quartet makes comes from the ability of all four instruments to sound
like one, giant whole. I had a hard time getting that sound world out of my ears. The heterogeneous
sound made by a group consisting of a clarinet, violin, and piano then posed a number of
interesting challenges. One of my solutions was to use a technique called ‘hocket,’ wherein one
musical line or thought is broken up and shared among the different instruments.
In Whorl, a line of music is often begun by one of the instruments, perhaps accompanied by another,
and is then taken over and completed by the third. It is like a family discussion in which each
member is talking at once and with each of the participants finishing each other’s sentences.
I would like to thank the Verdehr Trio and Michigan State University for commissioning this piece.
I would also like to thank the Trio for their musicianship, time, and commitment.”
─David Lipten
The world premiere of Whorl was on July 22, 2004 at the Saugatuck Women’s Club Chamber Music
Festival, Saugatuck, Michigan.
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